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ABSTRACT 
The main advantage of the classical fuzzy controller (FLC) should be the ease of its 
design, which is close to the human way of thinking. However, tuning its performance 
requires modification of membership functions, and thus the result may be very far from 
the original inguistic description. In this paper, we analyze the standard Max-t-norm 
interpolation and compare it with logical inference. Several logical inference rules 
suitable for approximate r asoning are presented. We deal with the idea of a fuzzy 
controller that is both linguistic and logical in the highest possible degree (LFLC). It 
interprets IF-  THEN rules as linguistically expressed logical implications, which are 
treated as special axioms in fuzzy logic. Therefore, it is more closely related to the 
human operator's language, which is "understood" by LFLC without the need to 
specify and modify the membership functions of fuzzy sets of inputs and outputs. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Fuzzy controllers have become very popular because they give good 
results and offer solution in situations when classical controllers fail or 
tend to be unstable. Despite these facts, various theoretical problems till 
remain to be solved. 
The classical fuzzy logic controller (FLC) is based on the original ideas 
of L. A. Zadeh [18], which have been applied to control by E. H. Mamdani. 
The main advantage of FLC presented by most authors is the ease of its 
design, which is close to the human way of thinking. However, tuning its 
behavior requires modification of membership functions no matter how 
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the original linguistic setting has been defined. The result may thus be very 
far from the original linguistic description. This may cause difficulties, 
especially when it is necessary to modify the description. Moreover, this is 
in contradiction with the original idea--to develop a tool for the design of 
controllers which would follow the human operator's description of the 
control strategy and make the controller mimic the operator's way of 
controlling the given plant. 
Another complaint about FLCs concerns their inference. Though they 
are called fuzzy logic controllers, there is no logical inference behind them. 
An FLC is based on rules of the form 
IF X i s  ~THENYis  ,~, (1.1) 
which are translated into 
A T B, (1.2) 
where A, B are fuzzy sets assigned to the linguistic expressions ~¢, ~', 
respectively as their meaning. But (1.2) is a symmetric operation, so (1.1) is 
not a logical implication. Its implication form can be justified by Proposi- 
tion 1 below. 
An FLC realizes interpolation of a function and not logical inference. 
We will focus on the distinction between interpolation and logical infer- 
ence in Sections 2 and 3. Logical inference stands behind the linguistic 
fuzzy logic controller (LFLC) described in Section 4. 
We will work with truth values (membership degrees), which are consid- 
ered to lie in [0, 1]. Besides tandard lattice operations, we will use also the 
Lukasiewicz implication ~ (residuation) given by 
a ~b= 1 A (1 - -a  +b) ,  a ,b~ [0,1], (1.3) 
and the Lukasiewicz product ® (bold product) which is adjoint to residua- 
tion and is given by 
a®b=0v (a+b-1) ,  a ,b~[0 ,1] .  (1.4) 
The negation --1 is defined in a logical way by 
~A=a- -*O=l -a ,  a ~ [0,1]. 
The reasons for choosing these operations are deep and are discussed 
elsewhere (see [6, 7, 13, 14]). 
If U is a set, then by 5~'(U) we denote the set of all the fuzzy sets in U 
[i.e., ~r(U) = Ltl]. 
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2. CLASSICAL FUZZY LOGIC CONTROLLER 
On inspecting the standard Max-Min (Max-t-norm) formula, we come to 
the conclusion that it is an interpolation of an unknown (ordinary) func- 
tion. In this section, we will explain this in more detail. 
Consider a function 
g:U-o  V. 
Our goal is to learn this function, i.e., to find some formula which makes it 
possible to find a function value g(Xo), given x 0 ~ U. However, in practice 
we often are not given g directly, but only some kind of rough approxima- 
tion to it. This means that we know only some of its values, which, 
moreover, may even be imprecise. Thus, instead of g, we are given a fuzzy 
function of type 1 (cf. [6]) or a fuzzy graph 
G:R ~ T, (2.1) 
which is an ordinary function assigning a fuzzy set G(A) ~ T c ~(V)  to 
the fuzzy set A ~ R _c o~(U). Since G is an approximation of g, 
dom(g) _ Supp( LI R), (2.2) 
rng(g) c Supp( U T) (2.3) 
should hold. 
The sets R, T are usually finite. Hence, we may write G in the form of a 
list of pairs 
G={(A j ,G(A j ) ) I j=  I . . . . .  m, A j~R,G(A j )~T}.  (2.4) 
If Aj and G(Aj) are interpretations of some linguistic expressions s~j, ~q~., 
respectively, then the pair (Aj, G(Ai)> is described by the imprecise 
statement 
IF X i s  ~ jTHENY is  5~], j = l,...,m. (2.5) 
The statement (2.4) is an alternative to the imprecise statement 
X is  ~ jANDYis  ~, ,  j = 1 , . . . ,m.  (2.6) 
The function G given by (2.4) can be thus described using a set of 
statements of either (2.5) or (2.6) for j = 1 . . . . .  m. This is seen from the 
following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 1 Let F = {(a, b) [ a ~ U, b ~ V} be a function. Denote 
P:= A<a,b>~F( (x=a)~(F(x )=b) )  and Q:= V<,,b>~F((X=a) A 
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(F (x )  = b)), where A denotes conjunction and V disjunction. Then the 
following holds true: 
(Vx)(x ~ U =* (P  ** Q)). 
Proof Let a 0 ~ U. By the definition of F, there is a pair (a 0, b 0 ) ~ F. 
Let the conjunction P be true. If x 4: ao, then the corresponding 
implication is obviously true. For x = a 0 we have F(a o) = b o, and we 
conclude that the disjunction Q is also true. 
Conversely, let the disjunction Q be true. Then there is at least one true 
conjunction (x = a 0) A (F (x )  = b). However, F(a o) = b implies b = b 0, 
since F is a function, i.e., all the cases when x = a 0 and F(x )  4: b o are 
excluded. Therefore, the conjunction P is true as well. • 
Realize that (2.5) has the form of the classical implication and (2.6) has 
the form of the classical conjunction between fuzzy statements. Proposition 
1 explains why is it possible to use the IF -  THEN form of the rules though 
they are further elaborated as conjunctions. Of course, this holds only for 
the case when we describe a classical function. Since the fuzzy graph is a 
classical function (between sets of fuzzy sets), the ZF- THEN form of the 
rules is consistent with the theory. 
The Max-t-norm (Max-Min) interpolation may now be explained as 
follows. Given x = x 0, we are looking for a value Y0 = g(xo). Since only G 
is known, we seek a fuzzy set A 0 ~ dom(G) such that Aox o > 0. Due to 
the assumption (2.2), the corresponding fuzzy set G(A o) should contain 
the value Y0 (in a certain degree) provided that G fits the function g well. 
To achieve this, the membership functions of the fuzzy sets A j, Bj, 
j = 1 . . . . .  m, are modified. Hence, tuning the description means trying to 
fit g by means of G as well as possible. 
Since dom(G) consists of fuzzy sets, the element x 0 may belong with 
nonzero membership degree to more fuzzy sets hok, k = 1 . . . . .  s. There- 
fore, we have to inspect all the pairs (A,  B)  ~ G. 
The pair (A,  B)  induces a fuzzy relation 
AXB,  
or more generally, 
A T B. (2.7) 
This leads to a fuzzy relation 
G = U{ATB[ (A ,B)  ~ G,A  ~R,B  ~ T} (2.8) 
induced by the fuzzy function G. The required element Y0 is related to x 0 
in G, i.e., G(xo,  Y0) > 0. Since we do not know it, we have to consider all 
the elements from V which are related to x o, i.e., the fuzzy set 
B o = G--"{l./x o} = {U_~ go, y ) /Y lY  ~ V} (2.9) 
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where the operation " is the image of the fuzzy set {1/x 0} in the fuzzy 
relation G. 
PROPOSITION 2 
G(x0, Y) = V (Ax 0 TBy). (2.10) 
(A,B)EG 
Proof It follows immediately from the definition (2.8) of G. • 
The equation (2.10) is exactly the Max-t-norm interpolation rule. Putting 
T = min, we obtain the Max-Min rule. 
Finding a suitable t-norm in the definition of the induced fuzzy relation 
(2.7) may be a problem. The use of the operation min seems to be natural. 
The resulting fuzzy set B 0 in (2.9) contains the sought element Y0, i.e., 
BoY o > 0. The final task is to find an element y as close to Y0 as possible. 
This is performed using the defuzzification of the fuzzy set Bo. 
We have demonstrated that the Max-t-norm rule is a fuzzy interpolation 
rule for finding an unknown function value Y0 of a function g which is 
given to us imprecisely by means of a function (fuzzy graph) G. This 
approach well explains the use of the form of IF-T~EN rules for the 
description of G. Note, however, that we have not used logical inference, 
and no fuzzy implication behind (2.5) has been considered. 
3. LOGICAL INFERENCE AND INFERENCE RULES 
Logical inference is a procedure using which we derive new formulas on 
the basis of known formulas using certain inference rules. Formulas are 
formalized statements given in some language which concern certain facts. 
Inference rules are operations on formulas based on the knowledge of laws 
of the human mind, which are used by it when deriving new facts from the 
known facts. A principal property of logical inference is chaining of the 
derived facts when drawing more sophisticated conclusions. 
The logical theory of approximate r asoning has been presented, e.g., in 
[9, 10, 13]. We will present here only few basic facts. 
The formal anguage is a language J of the first order fuzzy logic (see [7, 
6]). If A is a well-formed formula of J, then 
[X;a] 
is an evaluated formula, where a E [0, 1] is a truth value (syntactic truth 
value) assigned to A in the syntactic derivation. 
A natural anguage xpression ~ is assigned a set of evaluated formulas 
{[Ax[t]; a,][t c My} (3.1) 
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using translation rules, where M V is a set of terms without variables in the 
language J, and A is a formula characterizing a property named by ~¢. 
Equivalently to (3.1), we say that ~¢ is assigned a fuzzy set of formulas 
{at/Ax[t]lt ~ Mv}. (3.2) 
It is also possible to introduce various additional connectives into the 
language J. Among them, we may consider a unary connective t> (-) with 
narrowing effect (e.g., very, highly, extremely) and a unary connective < (.) 
representing linguistic hedges with widening effect (e.g., more or less, 
roughly, very roughly). We may assume that 
t> (A)~ A 
~ A~ "~ (A) 
holds for every formula A. 
Formal approximate reasoning is a derivation of sets of evaluated 
formulas (3.1) [or, equivalently, fuzzy sets of formulas (3.2)] using rules of 
inference of the form 
R: ([A~l[tl];aq]{tx EMv) '""( [Ax"[tn] ;at"]  tn ~Mv} 
([rsyn(Axl[tl],...,Ax [tn]); rsem(aq . . . . .  at,)] tl . . . .  ,t n ~ My} 
(3.3) 
where r = (r ~r", rsem) is an underlying inference rule of first order fuzzy 
logic which may be written in the form 
[A1; ax] .... , [An; an] 
r : (3.4) 
[rSY"(Al . . . . .  An); rsem(a 1. . . . .  an)]" 
A special and very important property of the inference rules is their 
soundness. This notion was first introduced in [14]. The inference rule (3.4) 
of fuzzy logic is sound if 
~(rsyn(A 1. . . . .  An)) > rsem(~(A1) . . . . .  ~(A1) )  (3.5) 
holds for every model _~ and all the formulas A 1 . . . . .  A n ~ dom(rSY"). 
The model ~ is a mathematical bstraction representing the concrete real 
situation to which the inference rule is applied. The relation (3.5) is very 
important, as it establishes good balance between the syntactically derived 
formulas and their semantic interpretation. Roughly speaking, if (3.5) is 
not fulfilled, then we can derive facts that might be very interesting or 
important in practice but do not represent reality. 
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The following rules of inference, important in the applications of ap- 
proximate reasoning, are sound: 
(a) Modus ponens: 
[A ;a ] , [A  ~B;b]  
rMp : [B; a ® b] 
(if we know A with the truth value a and A =~ B with the truth 
value b, then we derive B with the truth value a ® b). 
(b) Modus ponens with hedges: 
[~> A; a],[A ~ B; b] 
rMp H : 
[ <~ B; a ® b] 
(e) Modus ponens with conjunction of implications: 
[A~(x); a], [A jm=l(A,(x) =~ Bj(y)); b] 
rcMe: [Bk(y); a ® b] , 1 < k < m. 
(d) Modus ponens with conjunction of implications and hedges: 
[1> Ak; a], [ A i( A i ~ Bi); b] 
rMPcn: , l<k<m.  (3.6) 
[4 Bk; a ® b] 
(e) 
[A; a], [A A B; b] 
rc : [B; a A b] 
(f) Modus tollens: 
[-1 B; a], [A ~ B; b] 
rMT : [-1 A; a ® b] 
In many works, the Max-Min rule is interpreted as the rule of inference 
and in particular as the rule of modus ponens. However, considering it so, 
we should start with the rule rc, and after interpretation of the Max-Min 
formula, we would obtain the rule 
[Ak(x); a], [ V j~l(Aj(x) A Bj(y)); b] 
r :  1 <k<m.  (3.7) 
[Bk(y); a A b] 
Unfortunately, such a rule is not sound, as can be easily demonstrated (cf. 
[12]). 
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A simple example demonstrating that nonsoundness of the rule (3.7) 
may cause inconvenient behavior violating our intuition, and even lead to 
bad control action, is given in [12]. 
4. LINGUISTIC FUZZY LOGIC CONTROLLER 
4.1. The Concept of LFLC 
It follows from the discussion in the previous ections that the FLC is a 
reasonable tool for interpolation of a function and thus is suitable for 
control, since the goal there is the construction of the control surface. 
However, its inference abilities are somewhat limited, since it may give 
unpredictable (from the point of view of logic) results. Also, the linguistic 
features have to be suppressed, since its behavior is derived from the 
similarity between values, which usually results in the interpretation of 
meanings of linguistic expressions corresponding to "approximately x0" (cf. 
[3, 4]). This is indeed the case in practice, since only a limited number of 
highly idealized terms (the membership functions are triangular or trape- 
zoidal) are used, and they are modified further to obtain the required 
performance independently of their initial meanings. Keeping in mind that 
our goal is to fit the function g, this step is natural. On the other hand, it is 
a departure from the idea of translation of a human operator's linguistic 
description of the control. 
The formal system of fuzzy logic presented in the previous ection gives 
us a hint for other approach, in a sense alternative to the FLC. We present 
an idea for a fuzzy controller which enables linguistic communication i
the highest possible degree and behaves according to the logical laws. Our 
goal is to translate a free human operator's linguistic description into the 
form of an algorithm. To master this task fully, the semantics of verbs 
would also have to be captured. 1 In a certain sense, such a controller 
would be a sophisticated expert system specialized to control and decision 
making. 
In the present state of the art, however, our ability to elaborate 
linguistic expressions i quite restricted. A still slightly formalized form of 
the linguistic description consisting of IF -  THEN rules, has to be given. Of 
course, the rules are indeed specified in natural anguage. We will call this 
approach the linguistic fuzzy logic controller (LFLC). The theory behind it is 
the formal fuzzy logic outlined above and presented in [7, 9, 10, 12, 14], 
together with some parts of the theory of linguistic semantics presented in 
IA possible approach tothe full semantics ofnatural language is described in [8]. 
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[6, 8, 17-19]. An experimental programming system has also been imple- 
mented (see [11]), and now a product LFLC-edu 1.5 is at our disposal. 
In general, the LFLC is an evaluation mechanism capable of finding 
a proper action on the basis of the linguistic description given by a set of 
linguistic rules 
= {~1, ~'2 . . . . .  ~'m}. (4.1) 
At present, the rules J/'i, i = 1 . . . . .  m, must have one of the following 
forms: 
(a) Conjunctive rules 
IF X]I is ~]]IAND...ANDXin in~] n THENY is  .~j. (4.2) 
(b) General rules 
IF (general antecedent) THEN Y i s  ~'.  (4.3) 
where (general antecedent) is a pseudoarithmetic expression con- 
structed from the clauses Xj i s  4 ,  connectives AND and OR, and 
brackets. 
Semantically, (4.2) and (4.3) are considered to be linguistically expressed 
logical implications. Let us remark that the implication can be understood 
to be the most general expression of a real dependence. In view of the 
previous discussion, the meaning of (4.2) [or (4.3)] is translated into a set of 
evaluated formulas of the form 
{[ Zx[t ] = By[s]; Cts ] t, s E Mv). 
where the logical connective ~ is interpreted as the Lukasiewicz implica- 
tion (4.3). 
The set (4.1) represents the expert's knowledge given to us from the 
outside, and thus it may be understood as a set of (linguistically formu- 
lated) special axioms. The inference is, in principle, a multiple realization 
of the inference rule (3.6). 
However, in proceeding with the inference on the basis of the above 
linguistic description, we meet the problem that the global inference rule 
may not always give intuitively expected results. For example, if there is an 
intuitively big value of X 1 and an intuitively small value of X 2 in the input 
to the first of the linguistic descriptions presented in Table 1 then the rule 
~/'1 is expected to fire, giving an output value (after the defuzzification) 
which fits the intuition of being "negative big." Using the pure inference 
rule (3.6) would also cause the rule ~3 to fire, which might spoil the result. 
Therefore, a special inference with preselection of rules is developed. Its 
results are in accordance with intuition. 
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Table 1. Two Examples of the Linguistic Description Specified in 
LFLC-edu 1.5 
~ l  := IF X 1 is positive big ANDX 2 is positive small 
THEN Y is negative big 
~2 := £ F X 1 is negative very small AND X 2 is zero 
THEN Y is positive medium 
'~3 := IF  X 1 is negative roughly big ANDX 2 is positive quite 
roughly small THEN Y is negative xtremely big 
~a~ 1 := IF (X 1 is negative rather small AlqDX 2 is positive 
highly small) OR X 3 is medium 
THEN Y is negative more or less small 
~a~ 2 := IF (X 1 is quite roughly zero ANDX 2 is negative 
extremely small) ORX 2 is quite roughly big 
THEN Y is positive rather medium 
Another problem is defuzzification. The standard efuzzification proce- 
dures (COG, MOM) cannot be used, since they mostly give counterintu- 
itive results. A special defuzzification procedure had to be developed which 
is based on the assumption that we deal with linguistic values. Its perfor- 
mance is satisfactory. One of its features is that it has a monotonicity 
property. This means that the better the output in the succedent fits 
intuition, the more true the antecedent is. For example, the bigger the 
value of X 1 and the smaller that of X 2, the bigger is the value of Y in the 
first rule ~1 from Table 1. 
The inference in LFLC-edu 1.5 is very effective and offers solutions of 
various problems, not confined to control. 
4.2. Linguistic Expressions in LFLC 
As has been mentioned, we have to limit the repertoire of the linguistic 
expressions used in an LFLC at present. In general, the linguistic expres- 
sions ~¢ are evaluating terms, i.e., linguistic terms expressing vaguely some 
value in a universe and constituting an ordered set. Their general form is 
(linguistic modifer)(atomic term) 
The atomic terms are small, big, medium, and fuzzy numbers as well as 
some special kinds of atomic terms, e.g. undefined. Thus repertoire can be, 
of course, extended. 
The linguistic modifiers include extremely, highly, very, rather, more or 
less, roughly, medium, quite roughly, very roughly, about, approximately, and 
the negation not. 2 
2Note that "not small" ~"big." 
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A question is whether a modification of the membership functions 
should be done. From the purely mathematical point of view, this is 
necessary, since otherwise the ability to fit various kinds of real processes 
would be very limited. From the linguistic point of view, this problem has 
two sides. 
The natural language is the most powerful tool for several reasons. 
Besides vagueness, its ability to describe different phenomena is achieved 
also by the existence of the linguistic context. A partial formalization of 
this complicated notion has been given in [8]. 
The easiest situation seems to be faced when the considered linguistic 
expressions are evaluating terms. For instance, everybody knows what is 
meant by big, and he/she also knows that a big (tall) human being is, say, 
1.90 m tall, while a big building is, say, 80 m high. This means that the 
context includes a scale on which the object exists. There can be various 
scales on which the same words can be used. What makes them different is 
not the scale but their abstract meaning. The linguistic context thus 
extends our ability to describe the world using the same words. The 
behavior of the given word, however, is (almost) the same. Hence, when 
modeling the meaning using fuzzy sets, the global shape of the member- 
ship function should be the same in various contexts. However, since fuzzy 
sets are exact functions and the meanings of terms are vague, it is hardly 
possible to keep the given shape unchanged for all times. Therefore, some 
kind of modification of them may be necessary. However, it must not be 
arbitrary, but only shift the membership functions lightly to express better 
the character of the vagueness phenomenon i the given situation. 
In fuzzy control, must important is the context of the control action. 
Since in practice "extremely big" and "extremely small" control actions are 
the utmost positions of a control lever, it seems sufficient o specify the 
context of the control action by simply specifying them. 
The context of the other variables (error, change of error, and its 
change) can often be simply learned at the beginning of the control 
process. If not, we may also specify the extreme values 
(X  min ' X max )
characterizing a value of a variable x that is extremely small and extremely 
big, respectively. 
This concept of linguistic context is a simplification enabled by the fact 
that the fuzzy sets we deal with represent meanings of evaluating terms. It 
works in practice quite well and offers various possibilities for enhance- 
ment. Among them, a very promising one is to modify it continuously 
during the control to achieve more accurate results. This makes the LFLC 
adaptive. Practical experiments have demonstrated good results. 
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The linguistic fuzzy logic controller has already been applied in practice. 
Its main advantage is its closer relation to the style of a human operator's 
language. The LFLC behaves as if it "understood." The necessity to 
specify membership functions of fuzzy sets is thus avoided. Furthermore, 
the controller is easy to tune, since we modify mostly the words of (our) 
natural language. The result is usually what we expect. This has been 
demonstrated in practice for tuning the performance of an LFLC for the 
control of a plaster and aluminum melting kilns. The LFLC performed 
from the very beginning exactly in the way we wanted it to, i.e., as we 
imagined when designing the linguistic description of its performance. 
5. DESIGN AND TUNING OF LINGUISTIC DESCRIPTIONS 
In the FLC, the main task is setting and modifying the membership 
functions, while in the LFLC it is describing the required behavior using 
natural anguage. There is a specific method for the design and tuning of 
the LFLC. It consists of two steps, which influence ach other: 
1. Design of the set of linguistic rules (4.1). 
2. Setting of the linguistic context of all the variables occurring in the 
rules. 
Let us remark that the design is a quite simple process, requiring only to 
have a clear idea about the proper action of the fuzzy controller. The idea 
is expressed in natural language, using the evaluating expressions discussed 
in the previous ection. The LFLC "understands" the words (in the given 
context). Hence, assigning linguistic labels to fuzzy sets is not auxiliary, 
but is a crucial task, since the work proceeds in words and direct modifica- 
tion of the membership functions is rather exceptional (though, of course, 
possible). 
The following are a few experimentally verified principles: 
1. In the beginning, try to use as simple expressions as possible. Using 
more sophisticated ones is a matter for the tuning process described 
below. Nevertheless, do not avoid them if their use is justified, 
especially when designing the behavior near the set-point value. If you 
design the linguistic description on the basis of the operator's experi- 
ence, do not hesitate to use more complex linguistic terms. 
2. Try to cover the whole universe of the independent variables by 
proper linguistic expressions to make sure that the controller always 
"knows" what to do when some extreme situation occurs. In other 
words, try to avoid the situation when there is no matching rule to 
fire. This may be simply achieved, among other ways, by using the 
negations of terms (not small, not big). 
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3. Small values of the input variables are the most important for a 
successful course of the control. Hence, big values may be more 
rough (e.g., it may be enough to consider in some cases only the term 
not small, big, or not zero). However, the final choice depends on the 
character of the controlled process. If the big values are supposed to 
appear often, you must also specify these in a more sophisticated way. 
4. The number of the rules should be kept small, if possible, especially 
in the beginning of the design. Simpler description means simpler 
tuning and better understanding later. A reasonable number of rules 
seems to be about 40-100, depending on the number of independent 
variables. Of course, a larger number is possible. If the process is 
complicated, it seems reasonable to split it into a series of simpler 
tasks, each of which has its own linguistic description. 
To accomplish the optimal behavior, the description must be tuned. 
Before starting to do so, the linguistic context of all the variables has to be 
set. This depends heavily on the concrete process. 
The main tuning task consists in modification of the linguistic terms, i.e., 
making them more or less precise. This should be based on the under- 
standing of their meaning as terms (not necessarily the corresponding 
membership functions, though the meaning is modeled using them). If we 
tune the description during the simulation, only one or two rules should be 
changed at the same time. Modification of the meaning of terms (i.e., of 
the membership functions of the basic terms) and the effects of the 
modifiers is possible as well. However, it should be done only if such a 
change is indeed justified. This may happen, for instance, if we want to 
make the behavior of the controller more sensitive to small values. Then, 
we would modify the effect of narrow modifiers uch as "extremely" or 
"highly." 
The context should be changed only exceptionally, for example, if we 
want to increase the sensitivity of the controller. Otherwise it is not 
recommended to change it during the simulation. Moreover, if the context 
is set by the concrete process, such a change would hardly make good 
sense. 
If we do not deal with a complicated unstable process, then the design as 
well as the tuning is quite simple and quick. Moreover, it has been 
experimentally demonstrated that if we have a working linguistic descrip- 
tion at our disposal for a certain kind of a process, then it often works for 
a quite wide variety of similar processes. Usually, it is enough to change 
the linguistic ontext only. 
Logical interpretation is also suitable for decision making or in a control 
problem which is close to a decision situation. An often cited example is 
driving a car and facing an obstacle. If the rules 
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If the obstacle is near then turn to the right 
If the obstacle is very near then turn rather to the left 
are given, then the FLC would drive into the obstacle. This never occurs 
with the LFLC, which can make the distinction between "near" and "very 
near." 
6. FURTHER PERSPECTIVES 
The LFLC has proved to be a quite effective concept for the realization 
of fuzzy control and decision making. Its design and tuning are simple and 
quick. On the other hand, we have not enough experience with nonstable 
processes, and thus much experimental s well as theoretical work has still 
to be done. 
The concept of linguistic context proved to be fruitful. It opened an 
interesting and important field for realization of adaptive and self-tuning 
fuzzy control. Some experiments with this problem have already been 
made as well. 
To conclude, an LFLC is open to various ideas from any source. We are 
preparing further extensions towards predictive and adaptive control, and 
learning the linguistic context as well as the linguistic description. 
The linguistic basis of the LFLC is a challenge for us to design a 
working linguistic description as simply as possible. We are also working 
on the problem of the controlled interpolation to decrease the number of 
necessary rules when the interpolation between rules that are far from 
each other is favorable and acceptable. 
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